Inferotemporal cortex (IT) has long been studied as a single pathway dedicated to object vision, but connectivity analysis reveals anatomically distinct channels, through ventral superior temporal sulcus (STSv) and dorsal/ventral inferotemporal gyrus (TEd, TEv). Here, we report a major functional distinction between channels. We studied individual IT neurons in monkeys viewing stereoscopic 3D images projected on a large screen. We used adaptive stimuli to explore neural tuning for 3D abstract shapes ranging in scale and topology from small, closed, bounded objects to large, open, unbounded environments (landscape-like surfaces and cave-like interiors). In STSv, most neurons were more responsive to objects, as expected. In TEd, surprisingly, most neurons were more responsive to 3D environmental shape. Previous studies have localized environmental information to posterior cortical modules. Our results show it is also channeled through anterior IT, where extensive cross-connections between STSv and TEd could integrate object and environmental shape information.
INTRODUCTION
''Inferotemporal cortex'' (IT) is a general designation for the final stages in the ventral, ''what'' pathway of monkey and human visual cortex, which progresses anteriorly through the inferior temporal lobe (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982; Mishkin et al., 1983) . A recent meta-analysis of anatomical evidence concluded that monkey IT actually comprises three channels, with very different connectivities to prefrontal cortex, basal ganglia, and medial temporal lobe structures . Here, we observed a major functional distinction between two of these channels, STSv and TEd.
As in our recent studies of 3D object shape coding (Yamane et al., 2008; Hung et al., 2012) , we used an adaptive stimulus algorithm to localize and densely sample sparse IT tuning functions within the virtually infinite domain of 3D shape. The algorithm was initialized with random, abstract shapes, which evolved through multiple generations, guided by differential neural responses to stimuli. Stimuli were segregated into two independent lineages, which could then be compared to evaluate repeatability and significance of results. This is an efficient search method for characterizing pure shape coding, free from semantic confounds and statistical biases in photographic stimuli.
Here, we used an adaptive algorithm to test stimuli ranging continuously from small object shapes to large environmental shapes. ''Object'' stimuli were topologically spheroidal-closed (i.e., like a ball rather than a bowl) and bounded (completely contained) within the field of view. ''Environmental'' stimuli were topologically planar-open and extending beyond the field of view, like landscapes. Overall surface curvature of some environments, like small caves, could imply closure behind the viewer. Since the goal was to contrast responses to objects and environments, the adaptive method was critical for a fair comparison between optimized object stimuli and optimized environmental stimuli. A random selection of objects and environments could easily fail to sample the maximum response range in the dominant category. In addition, the parallel, independent lineages were essential for testing consistency of any response differences.
While previous IT research has focused on objects, we found that the large majority of neurons in the TEd channel were more responsive to environmental shape. These responses were critically dependent on 3D shape cues, especially texture flows and shading. In contrast to TEd, the majority of neurons in the STSv channel were more responsive to object shape. This object/environment dichotomy is a functional counterpart to differences in anatomical connectivity with other brain regions. In particular, object-sensitive STSv, unlike TEd, provides major inputs to ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) regions involved in object working memory and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) regions that process object value .
The response bias in TEd shows that environmental shape information, which has been localized previously to more posterior and dorsal cortical modules (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Epstein et al., 1999; Park and Chun, 2009; Ward et al., 2010; Nasr et al., 2011; Kornblith et al., 2013; Kravitz et al., 2011b) , is also propagated through the final stages of the ventral pathway. As with face and color information (Tsao et al., 2003; Lafer-Sousa and Conway, 2013) , environmental shape information remains at least partially segregated at these advanced processing stages. (Our anatomical sampling range largely spared regions where face and color modules have been identified.) However, the strong cross-connectivity between STSv and TEd would 
Stimuli and Example Results
(A) Example stimulus shape presented at six scales. Inset values specify the maximum visual angle subtended by the stimulus. The fixation point (red dot) remains at the same point on the stimulus surface. As scale increases, the stimulus extends beyond the screen borders, and the visible portion becomes landscape-like. (B) Example morphing transformations. From left to right: surface distortion removal, x axis rotation, translation/rotation of latitudinal ring, change in surface distortion height function, y axis rotation. (C) High-response stimuli for example TEd neurons. The coronal MRI image shows the approximate extent of TEd (cyan tint) and recording location of example neurons (colored dots). For each neuron, high-response stimuli from independent lineages (left and right columns) are indicated by arrows of the corresponding color. The border color around each stimulus indicates response rate (averaged across the 750 ms presentation period and five repetitions) based on the scale bars at right, which index the minimum-to-maximum response range of each neuron in sp/s. As in our previous studies of IT shape coding (Yamane et al., 2008; Hung et al., 2012) , we observed that high-response stimuli differed in global shape but shared partial structure, consistent with fragment-based ensemble coding of shape. In these previous studies, we used multidimensional parameterization of surface and medial axis shape to construct linear/nonlinear models of 3D shape fragment tuning validated by correspondence across lineages. Similar analyses can be applied to these data but will require extensive presentation in a separate report. 
RESULTS
We studied 76 TEd neurons and 65 STSv neurons in two monkeys performing a passive fixation task. We measured responses to abstract 3D shapes, projected stereoscopically on a screen subtending 77 of visual angle horizontally and 61
vertically. Position and structure in depth were conveyed by binocular disparity (stereopsis), shading (consistent with a light source from the viewing direction at infinite distance), and surface texture (hexagonal grids applied to the stimulus surface). 3D stimulus shapes were generated by randomly distorting an initially spherical nonuniform rational b-spline (NURBS) surface. Stimuli varied in scale and topology ( Figure 1A ) from small, closed objects subtending a few degrees of visual angle to large, open surfaces resembling landscapes or cave interiors (these were the visible portions of large stimuli extending beyond the screen boundaries). We studied each neuron with two independently evolving stimulus lineages in order to verify repeatability of results. The first generation of each lineage comprised 40 random 3D shapes. Successive stimulus generations included ''descendant'' stimuli that were partially morphed versions of ''ancestor'' stimuli from previous generations. The ''fitness'' of an ancestor stimulus-its probability of producing one or more descendants in the current generation-was defined by its neural response level, averaged over five presentations. Descendants were created by morphing the shape, position, orientation, and/or scale of the ancestor ( Figure 1B ). Scale changed probabilistically, but the distribution of scales within each generation was constrained for equal sampling of object-sized stimuli (subtending 4 -22 of visual angle), environmental stimuli (subtending 80 -142 , i.e., greater than screen width), and intermediate stimuli (subtending 22 -80 ). Neurons were typically studied with 5-8 stimulus generations, for a total of 400-640 stimuli.
TEd neurons were typically selective for large structures extending past the screen boundary (i.e., subtending > 80 of visual angle), as illustrated by the examples in Figures 1C and 1D (see also Figure S1A available online). Response rates (averaged across the 750 ms presentation period) of these example neurons were maximal in the environmental scale range and fell to background levels for object-scale stimuli. Scale-tuning functions were strongly correlated across lineages (r values in Figure 1C ), demonstrating consistent evolution in the adaptive stimulus algorithm. The response bias of each neuron toward environmental stimuli (subtending > 80 ) over object stimuli (subtending < 22 ) was highly significant (p < 0.0001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
In contrast, STSv neurons were typically selective for small, object-like stimuli with closed, bounded surfaces, as illustrated by the examples in Figures 1E and 1F (see also Figure S1B ). Response rates of these example neurons were maximal in the object scale range and fell to background levels for environmental stimuli. Scale-tuning functions were strongly correlated across lineages ( Figure 1F ), and the response bias of each neuron toward object stimuli was highly significant (p < 0.0001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Responsiveness in STSv to 3D, object-like stimuli, defined in part by their surface curvatures, is consistent with previous studies (Janssen et al., 2000; Yamane et al., 2008) .
Differential processing of object versus environmental shape between the two channels was strong and significant at the population level (Figure 2 ). The scale-tuning function for each neuron in our sample is depicted by a colored strip (Figure 2A ), in which color represents the stimulus range (red = objects, green = environments) and brightness represents average response strength at each point along the stimulus continuum. Neurons are ordered according to recording location around the circumference of IT in the coronal plane. Thus, from left to right, recording locations progress laterally across ventral bank STS, from fundus to lip, and then ventromedially across the surface of the gyrus (see MRI images). In the anterior-posterior direction, these recording locations spanned a range from +8 to +22 mm (anterior to the interaural line), mostly between the expected locations of the middle and anterior face and color patches. Only two recording sites fell within the expected location of the AL face patch ( Figure S2A ) (Freiwald and Tsao, 2010) . There were no significant anteriorposterior or mediolateral trends in scale tuning in either STS or TEd ( Figure S2A caption) .
There was, however, a major difference between channels ( Figure 2B ). The majority of STSv neurons (49/65; 75%) were significantly (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test) more responsive to object stimuli (red dots, Figure 2B ). Only eight STSv neurons were significantly more responsive to environmental stimuli (green dots). Conversely, the majority of TEd neurons (50/76; 66%) were significantly (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test) more responsive to environmental stimuli (green dots). Only 16 TEd neurons were significantly more responsive to object stimuli (red dots). In both channels, scale-tuning functions were highly correlated across independent stimulus lineages ( Figure 2C ). This correlation was significant (p < 0.01) for 60/65 STSv neurons and 71/76 TEd neurons. The average normalized response across STSv neurons ( Figure 2D , red) was highest in the small object range and declined gradually to a minimum at stimulus diameters near 70
. In contrast, the average normalized response across TEd neurons ( Figure 2D , green) was low, up to 70 , then climbed abruptly, at precisely the point at which stimuli became large enough to exceed the viewing frame, thus becoming topologically open and unbounded, i.e., environmental. Neurons in both channels were highly selective for stimulus shape within these different ranges ( Figures S1C and S1D) . We conclude that the STSv channel was predominantly sensitive to object shape, as expected; the TEd channel contained some objectresponsive neurons but was predominantly sensitive to environmental shape. Since the prevalence of environmental shape processing in TEd was unexpected, we performed a number of additional tests (when recording time permitted) to confirm that TEd neurons were responding to 3D environmental shape rather than some associated, lower-level stimulus factor. We selected a highresponse 3D environmental stimulus from the adaptive search and tested how responses to this stimulus depended on multiple factors. First, we compared responses to equivalent 2D stimuli, in which 3D structure was destroyed by eliminating binocular disparities, shading, and texture flows (by alternatively flattening the hexagonal grid onto the plane of the projection screen, by randomizing the orientations of the constituent texture lines, or by removing texture entirely). Destroying 3D structure in this way largely abolished responses in most cases ( Figure 3A ; similar results for STSv neurons are shown in Figure S3A ). Thus, these neurons were specifically responsive to shape-indepth, which is especially definitive for environments. This shows that responses did not depend simply on the presence of a large 2D shape or texture. It also shows that responses did not depend simply on stimulation of more peripheral parts of the visual field. In other words, large receptive fields, while certainly necessary, are not sufficient to explain selective responses to environmental stimuli. This was further confirmed by testing responses to high-response object stimuli at peripheral locations ( Figure S3B ).
We further tested dependence on 3D cues by presenting all combinations of binocular disparity, shading, and texture flows ( Figure S3C ). Texture flow was the most significant 3D cue for environmental stimuli (F(1,21) = 16.8; p < 0.002, three-way repeated-measures ANOVA), followed by shading (F(1,21) = 10.4; p < 0.005). Stereoscopic cues did not have a significant effect on environmental shape responses (F(1,21) = 1,8; p = 0.194), which makes sense because binocular disparity differences become negligible at large distances and thus do not provide precise information about large-scale shape-in-depth. Texture flows provide strong cues for 3D shape independent of stereoscopic depth Zucker, 2001, 2003; Zaidi, 2000, 2004) .
The low responses to 2D stimuli that preserved but distorted textures helps address the concern that neurons might simply respond to higher spatial frequencies in environmental stimulus textures . To further rule out this concern, we tested responses when the spatial frequency of the texture in the 3D stimuli was decreased or increased by a factor of 2 (Figure 3B) . These manipulations did not significantly affect responses (F(2,32) = 0.16; p = 0.85), showing that the neurons were not merely sensitive to a specific spatial frequency range.
Another concern could be that IT responses are known to be somewhat size invariant (Ito et al., 1995; Brincat and Connor, 2004) . Given this, high-response shapes might by chance evolve at a particular scale but might evoke equally strong responses at a very different scale. This concern is addressed by the strong and in most cases (131/141) significant (p < 0.01) correlation between scale-tuning functions across entirely independent lineages ( Figure 2C ). But we also selected high-response stimuli for some neurons and tested them across the entire scale range (see example in Figure 3C ). Scale selectivity remained strong and consistent with the results of the adaptive experiment in all cases ( Figures S3D and S3E ). We also tested the effect of lighting direction, which determines the pattern of shading across the stimulus. During the adaptive search procedure, the implicit light source was at infinite distance from the viewer's direction. We additionally tested responses when the light source was above, below, to the right, or to the left. The results ( Figure 3D) show that the 3D environmental shape selectivity of these TEd neurons was remarkably consistent (F(4,84) = 0.64, p = 0.64) across these manipulations, which produced very different image contrast patterns.
DISCUSSION
Our results reveal a surprising specialization for environmental shape processing in the middle channel (TEd) of anterior IT cortex in macaque monkeys. The majority of TEd neurons were 
. Control Tests on TEd Neurons with Significant Selectivity for Environmental Stimuli
Example results are presented for a single TEd neuron (cyan dot in population plots). (A) Sensitivity to 3D shape-in-depth versus 2D shape. One high-response and one low-response environmental stimulus were selected from the adaptation experiment. Modulation strength is the response difference divided by the maximum. 3D modulation strength (x axis) is based on the original stimuli with all depth cues. 2D modulation strength (y axis) was based on stimuli with no disparity cues, no shading, and frontoparallel hexagonal texture, random line texture, or no texture (silhouettes), whichever produced the highest modulation value. Stimuli for the example neuron are shown next to the corresponding axes, with borders indicating response rate (see scale bar). Removing cues for shapein-depth largely abolished differential responses. The average 3D modulation strength of 0.86 was significantly greater than the average 2D modulation strength of -0.041 (paired t test, p < 0.0001). (B) Responses do not depend on texture density. Responses to the original texture density (medium) are plotted against the vertical scale. Responses remained consistent when texture density decreased (low) or increased (high). (C) Scale-tuning test. The high-response environmental stimulus for the example neuron was presented at six scales, ranging from object to environmental. (The original stimulus from the adaptive experiment was the largest scale, at right.) Preference for environmental-scale stimuli was maintained even for this optimal shape. Similar consistency of scale tuning for optimal shapes was observed for other neurons in TEd ( Figure S3D ) and STSv ( Figure S3E ). (D) Consistency of response across lighting directions. Responses to the original lighting direction (from the direction of the viewer, at infinite distance) are plotted against the vertical scale. Responses remained consistent for spotlights positioned to the right, left, bottom, or top, which produced substantially different image contrast patterns. See also Figure S3 .
substantially more responsive to large, open, unbounded 3D surface shapes. These responses were critically dependent on depth cues, especially texture flows Zucker, 2001, 2003; Zaidi, 2000, 2004) . This makes sense since environments are more defined by 3D shape-in-depth than by 2D self-occlusion boundaries. Texture flows are likely to be an essential 3D shape cue for environments, which occupy more distant depth ranges where binocular disparity differences become negligible. A previous study showed that TEd neurons are not sensitive to stereoscopic depth in object-size stimuli and concluded that TEd represents only 2D shape (Janssen et al., 2000) . To the contrary, we found that TEd is very sensitive to 3D shape but on the scale of environments, a scale on which stereoscopic depth cues provide little shape information. TEd selectivity for environments contrasted with STS selectivity for objects, which have long been considered the primary domain of IT processing. This is a clear functional distinction between the anatomically defined channels in anterior ventral pathway described by Kravitz and colleagues (2013) . These channels differ in connectivity with prefrontal cortex, basal ganglia, and medial temporal lobe memory structures. Our finding that STS is more specialized for object shape is consistent with its stronger connection to object-sensitive ventrolateral prefrontal cortex . It should be noted that we observed some selectivity for objects in TEd as well, consistent with prior studies of object processing in this region.
Channeling of environmental and object shape processing in anterior IT is a new feature of modular organization in ventral pathway cortex. Face and color modules occur at intervals along the inferior temporal lobe (Tsao et al., 2003; Moeller et al., 2008; Lafer-Sousa and Conway, 2013) . Our anterior-posterior sampling range fell mostly in between reported locations for middle and anterior face and color patches. Our sampling also largely spared the lip of the sulcus, where face patches tend to be located. Thus, our findings expand on rather than conflict with prior understanding of anterior IT modularity.
Our discovery of environmental shape processing in anterior IT contrasts with previous work that localized processing of place information (scenes and buildings) mainly to more posterior and dorsal visual regions. Beginning with the identification of the parahippocampal place area (PPA) (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Epstein et al., 1999) , human fMRI studies have revealed multiple posterior/dorsal areas involved in structural and/or semantic processing of place information (Epstein 2008; Park and Chun, 2009; Ward et al., 2010; Epstein and Ward, 2010; Kornblith et al., 2013; Park et al., 2011; Mullally and Maguire, 2011; Kravitz et al., 2011a; Harel et al., 2013) . Posterior scene-sensitive patches in macaque monkey cortex have been identified with fMRI, and specialization of individual neurons in posterior IT (TEO and/or TFO) for place processing has recently been confirmed by Kornblith and colleagues (Kornblith et al., 2013 ; see also Sato and Nakamura, 2003) . These posterior IT neurons were particularly sensitive to surface textures, analogous to our finding in TEd that texture flows were the most critical cues for shape-in-depth.
Our data reveal that in addition to these posterior modules, information about place structure is also processed in anterior stages of the ventral pathway. The ventral pathway is specialized for fine shape discrimination and thus could support accurate recognition of familiar environments-rooms, neighborhoods, landscapes-even when the objects or landmarks they contain are rearranged or removed. Perhaps more importantly, object information must ultimately be organized within representations of the spatial environment to support scene comprehension and physical interactions with the world. The strong connectivity between object-sensitive STS and environment-sensitive TEd would enable such integration. Consistent with this idea, MacEvoy and Epstein (2011) have shown that, in human cortex, ventral pathway area LO, but not PPA, combines information about scenes and scene-associated objects.
Our findings are consistent with some fMRI evidence for more anterior sensitivity to scene information. In addition to finding a homolog to human PPA in monkey posterior temporal cortex (mPPA), Nasr and colleagues (2011) showed some activation in more anterior locations (Figure 8 in Nasr et al. 2011) . In humans, a recent study shows that semantic information about scene categories is represented beyond the boundaries of previously described functional regions (Stansbury et al., 2013) . It is also worth noting that neural recording can reveal substantial selectivity in regions where fMRI differences are weak or absent: Kornblith and colleagues (2013) found that neural place selectivity was prominent not only in a lateral place patch (LPP), which emerged in an fMRI contrast between places and other stimuli, but also in a more medial place patch (MPP), which was identified only through stimulation of LPP.
Our results might also relate to the parallel organization of large and small object representations in human cortex described by Konkle and Oliva (2012) . They found that smaller objects are represented in superior/lateral ventral pathway, while larger object representations occur in a more inferior/medial swath. This organization depended on the real-world size of the familiar object stimuli, not on their retinal size. This result seems consistent with our finding that small, abstract objects are represented in a more superior channel and large environments in a more inferior channel. Representations of large objects and large environments are likely to colocalize, since they are statistically related in the natural world. Also, both depend on inputs from more peripheral parts of the visual field. Anterior IT does not appear to be retinotopic (Lafer-Sousa and Conway, 2013) , but the ventral location of large object/environment processing might reflect the ventral origin of peripheral upper field inputs from early visual cortex . Under natural viewing conditions where nearby objects are foveated at ground level, the upper field periphery is likely to contain the most information about surrounding environmental structure.
Our results leave open the question of whether environmental information in TEd is more structural or categorical/semantic in nature. These two domains are difficult to dissociate because they are statistically correlated in the natural world and necessarily entwined at the neural processing level and in perception (Kourtzi and Connor, 2011) . Our stimuli were entirely abstract and thus serve to show that there is at least some level of structural processing in TEd. But further experiments involving photographs of familiar environments would be required to distinguish representation of structure from structural processing in support of place recognition and categorization. It is also conceivable that photographic object and scene stimuli would reveal a different pattern of anatomical organization. Our results establish a clear dichotomy in structural processing, but semantic representation of familiar stimuli can be independent of structural metrics, including scale (Konkle and Oliva, 2012) .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Behavioral Task, Stimulus Presentation, and Electrophysiological Recording Two head-restrained male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were trained to maintain fixation within 1 (radius) of a 0.1 diameter spot for 4 s to obtain a juice reward. Eye position was monitored with an infrared eye tracker (EyeLink). 3D shape stimuli were rendered with shading, surface texture, and binocular disparity cues using openGL. Two precisely aligned high-resolution (1,400 3 1,050) color projectors were used to back project differentially polarized right and left eye images on a screen subtending 77 of visual angle horizontally and 61 vertically with the monkey seated at a viewing distance of 55 cm. The fixation target appeared at screen center, with one of four right/left image disparities corresponding to fixation at 55 cm (screen depth), 100 cm, 10 m, or 100 m. The stimulus was always tangent to the fixation point, at 0 disparity, so the monkey was always fixating a point on the stimulus surface. During fixation, randomly ordered stimuli were flashed on the screen with a period of 1 s (250 ms prestimulus blank, 750 ms stimulus presentation), for a total of four stimuli per trial. Prior to each experimental session, binocular fusion and stereoscopic depth perception were verified with a random dot stereogram saccade target detection task. The electrical activity of well-isolated single neurons was recorded with epoxy-coated tungsten electrodes (Microprobe or FHC). Action potentials of individual neurons were amplified and electrically isolated using a Tucker-Davis Technologies recording system. Recording positions were determined on the basis of structural MRIs and the sequence of sulci and response characteristics observed while lowering the electrode. All animal procedures were approved by the Johns Hopkins Animal Care and Use Committee and conformed to U.S. National Institutes of Health and U.S. Department of Agriculture guidelines.
Stimulus Construction and Adaptive Algorithm
Each stimulus was based on a 3D ellipsoidal shape defined by a dense polar grid of nonuniform rational b-splines (NURBS) control points, which can be rendered as a smooth surface with the OpenGL NURBS utility. Large-scale shape variation was created by randomly altering the positions, orientations, sizes, and aspect ratios of two to five latitudinal rings in the polar grid and interpolating the positions of intervening NURBs control points. Smaller-scale variation in surface shape was created by defining points and paths where surface height was altered with random polynomial functions, creating hills, valleys, ridges, canyons, etc. Global surface smoothness was varied to span from the curvilinear structure of natural landscapes to the rectilinear structure of manmade environments. Each successive generation in the adaptation procedure comprised 40 stimuli in each of two lineages, for a total of 80 stimuli. In each generation, 80% of stimuli were partially morphed descendants of ancestors drawn from the entire pool of previously tested stimuli, and 20% were new, randomly defined stimuli. The probability of a given stimulus producing a descendant was based on its average response rate. The current response range of the neuron was divided into five percentile ranges. Thirty percent of ancestors were from the top range (90%-100% of maximum response), 20% each from the three middle ranges (70%-90%, 50%-70%, 30%-50%), and 10% from the bottom range (0%-30%).
To produce each descendant, one to three morphing transformations were applied. The number and magnitude of morphing transformations were probabilistic functions of response rate, to produce more alteration of low-response ancestors and less alteration of high-response ancestors. The probabilities of specific morphing transformations were heavily weighted toward scaling, since this produced the transition from object to environmental shapes. The scale distribution within each generation was constrained for equal sampling in the object range (4 -22 of visual angle), intermediate range (subtending   22  -80  ) , and environmental range (80 -142 ). The morphing probabilities were scaling 35%, fixation depth 5%, rotation 10% (equal probability for x, y, and z axis rotation), translation 10%, longitudinal scaling of the NURBs grid 5%, translation/rotation of one latitudinal ring 5%, change in elliptical aspect ratio of one latitudinal ring 5%, global latitudinal curvature 5%, global longitudinal curvature 5%, height function of a surface distortion 5%, path shape of a surface distortion 5%, position of a surface distortion 2.5%, and removal of a surface distortion 2.5%. All stimuli were adjusted in depth such that the surface was tangent to the fixation point at 0 disparity. Closer fixation depths were prohibited when they would cause the stimulus surface to intersect the surface of the projection.
Data Analysis and Statistics
Response rates for each stimulus were averaged across the 750 ms presentation period and across five repetitions. Baseline response was averaged over randomly scheduled null stimulus presentations during the adaptive experiment. Baseline was subtracted from each stimulus response for the population analyses presented in Figure 2 . Selectivity for object versus environmental stimuli was characterized with a Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Pearson correlation was used to evaluate consistency of scale tuning across independent lineages. Repeated-measures ANOVA was used to evaluate the effects of control test manipulations. Details of analyses are described in Results.
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